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ITA is the technology behind Orbitz, Priceline, United and many others. 

Queries will timeout after 45-60 seconds and will only return what they’ve found at 
that point. This can limit the results you see if you are too broad in your query.

Known issues with cached data in some cases. TK is my worst experience but I’ve 
seen it with several others, too.
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Showing off a search result of a complicated itinerary, one which wouldn’t appear 
with a normal query.
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Take a query from ITA and use the same routing syntax to build a search result that 
you otherwise would never get. And then click right through to purchase. 

Also, multiple tabs at the top to save many different searches within a single Hipmunk
session.

Also, also, the URL saves searches AND selected flights; copy/paste that to share 
flight options, including which you prefer, with others.
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Lots of obscure award inventory can be had via FlightStats. Also, this is the basis of 
data for the KVS “FS” method.
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Click the arrow to the right to expand the details and show the individual fare 
buckets.

Specifically for Copa, where Z is the upgrade bucket, it won’t always show. Try adding 
on a connection via PTY versus just the non-stop if the P and Z buckets aren’t 
showing.
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I’ve got some fun tools; not all are for flying but a bunch are.
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Lots of award searches and alerts are still available, even without the previously 
published Star Alliance option.
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Hotel search/alerts are fun, too! Set up alerts for SPG awards on a points-only or cash 
& points basis. 
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Compare rates for cash and award bookings at a few hotel chains. Even compare a 
corporate rate if you’ve got one you like. 
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Lots of details about airport lounges, including photos and in-person reviews. 
FourSquare check-in at many locations, too. 
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How many UNESCO World Heritage Sites have you been to?

What sites are near your next destination?
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Searching for award seats? These are the sites I use split up by alliance. 

All have limits, either in terms of airlines they include or flexibility, but all are useful. 
There is no single perfect solution.

ANA has cool week-long and multi-destination options but is bad at building 
connections.

Qantas is annoying to pick cities – check the box to permit Classic awards – but good 
coverage. Some false positives on AA metal. 
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Worth looking at, depending on what your needs are, but I don’t actually use these. 
They do offer up some useful resources. Some are free and some are paid.
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